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ABSTRACT
Dark matter subhalos are the remnants of (incomplete) halo mergers. Identifying them
and establishing their evolutionary links in the form of merger trees is one of the most
important applications of cosmological simulations. The Hierachical Bound-Tracing
(hbt) code identifies halos as they form and tracks their evolution as they merge,
simultaneously detecting subhalos and building their merger trees. Here we present a
new implementation of this approach, hbt+, that is much faster, more user friendly,
and more physically complete than the original code. Applying hbt+ to cosmological
simulations we show that both the subhalo mass function and the peak-mass function
are well fit by similar double-Schechter functions.The ratio between the two is highest
at the high mass end, reflecting the resilience of massive subhalos that experience
substantial dynamical friction but limited tidal stripping. The radial distribution of
the most massive subhalos is more concentrated than the universal radial distribution
of lower mass subhalos. Subhalo finders that work in configuration space tend to
underestimate the masses of massive subhalos, an effect that is stronger in the host
centre. This may explain, at least in part, the excess of massive subhalos in galaxy
cluster centres inferred from recent lensing observations. We demonstrate that the
peak-mass function is a powerful diagnostic of merger tree defects, and the merger
trees constructed using hbt+ do not suffer from the missing or switched links that
tend to afflict merger trees constructed from more conventional halo finders. We make
the hbt+ code publicly available.
Key words: dark matter – galaxies: haloes – methods: numerical – gravitational
lensing: strong
1 INTRODUCTION
The process of cosmic structure formation, as revealed by
numerical simulations, can be largely summarized by the
growth of dark matter halos and their interactions. In a uni-
verse in which the dark matter is cold (CDM), small halos
merge hierarchically to form bigger halos, a process that
is often described by a halo merger tree. After a merger,
the remnants of the progenitors are not erased immediately.
Instead, they survive inside the descendant halo as sub-
halos (Moore et al. 1998; Ghigna et al. 1998; Klypin et al.
1999; Moore et al. 1999). A complete list of halos and sub-
halos, together with their merger history, has become a stan-
dard data product of a simulation, whose calculation re-
quires a (sub)halo finder and a merger tree builder.
Finding isolated dark matter halos is relatively straight-
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forward once a definition of halo is adopted. For example,
a Friends-of-Friends (FoF) halo finder (Davis et al. 1985)
works by connecting particles located within a linking length
of each other to find clustered particles above a certain
density threshold. A spherical overdensity halo finder (e.g.,
Lacey & Cole 1994) works by growing a radius around a den-
sity peak until the average density inside the sphere matches
a predefined value. By contrast, finding subhalos are more
complicated. Generally speaking, the process of finding a
subhalo consists of two steps: 1) collecting a list of candi-
date particles to build a “source” subhalo; 2) pruning the
source to remove unbound particles until a self-bound sub-
halo remains.
Depending on the way the source is defined, subhalo
finders can be broadly categorized into three types: con-
figuration space finders that examine the spatial clustering
of particles (e.g., Springel et al. 2001; Knollmann & Knebe
2009; Ghigna et al. 1998); phase space finders that con-
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sider clustering in both spatial and velocity space (e.g.,
Elahi et al. 2011; Behroozi et al. 2013; Maciejewski et al.
2009); and tracking finders that build the source from past
progenitors (Tormen et al. 1998; Han et al. 2012). It has
been shown that configuration space finders suffer from a
“blending” problem, the difficulty of resolving subhalos em-
bedded in the inner high density region of the host halo
due to spatial overlap (Muldrew et al. 2011; Knebe et al.
2011; Han et al. 2012). In the case of major mergers, this
problem is further manifest as a random switching of the
masses of the merging halos or of the presumed halo cen-
tre: once the two protagonists of the merger overlap sub-
stantially, the partitioning of mass between them can be
arbitrary and inconsistent from snapshot to snapshot. Even
phase space finders have difficulty dealing with this situa-
tion (Behroozi et al. 2015). These problems in identifying
the main descendant of a merger propagate into the merger
tree, giving rise to incorrect or missing links (Han et al.
2012; Srisawat et al. 2013; Avila et al. 2014; Jiang et al.
2014).
One way to solve these problems is by exploiting prior
knowledge about the history of the subhalo particles. A
tracking finder such as the Hierarchical Bound-Tracing (hbt
Han et al. 2012) achieves this by taking the list of particles
in the progenitor as the source of the subhalo. This approach
relies on the fact that a subhalo can be defined as the self-
bound remnant of its progenitor halo after a merger. Since
hbt does not rely on spatial or phase space clustering to
build the source, it is naturally immune to the blending and
mass or centre-switching problems.
In this work, we present a new implementation of
the hbt algorithm, hbt+. hbt+ is written in C++ from
scratch, and improves upon hbt in many respects including
modularity, usability, performance, support for distributed
architecture, applicability to hydrodynamical simulations,
and richness in output subhalo properties. The default out-
put format is hdf5 which can be easily manipulated in
scripting languages such as python. Besides the technical
improvements, the most significant change in the physical
prescription is that hbt+ can handle the merger of subhalos
due to dynamical friction. It is known that hbt catalogues
include subhalos that are located at nearly identical posi-
tions in phase space (Han et al. 2012; Behroozi et al. 2015).
Although it may be desirable to track these overlapping ob-
jects separately for certain applications, their separate iden-
tities are not supported by the resolution of the simulation.
In hbt+ we introduce a prescription to detect and merge
these overlapping pairs. As we will show, this mostly affects
the population of surviving subhalos at the high mass end
and in the very centre of the host halo.
The downside of the tracking approach is that it does
not work on a single snapshot of the simulation. Instead, a
sequence of snapshots has to be provided. This problem can
be overcome by combining a tracking finder with the simu-
lation code and carrying out halo finding and tree building
on-the-fly. The optimized hbt+ would be a good candidate
for such developments.
We apply hbt+ to cosmological and zoomed simu-
lations to test the performance of the code. As an il-
lustration we consider the distribution of massive sub-
halos. Recent lensing observations suggest an excess of
massive subhalos in galaxy clusters. Using a combined
weak and strong lensing analysis, Jauzac et al. (2016) and
Schwinn et al. (2017) compared the distribution of mas-
sive subhalos inferred in Abell 2744 with those in the
Millennium-XXL (Angulo et al. 2012) simulation. They
could not find any halo in Millennium-XXL that hosts
as many massive subhalos as are observed in Abell 2744.
Natarajan et al. (2017) carried out a strong lensing analy-
sis of the subhalo distribution in the inner region of several
galaxy clusters in the Hubble Frontier Field, and compared
their results with the Illustris (Vogelsberger et al. 2014) hy-
drodynamical simulations. They find relatively good agree-
ment in the subhalo mass function, but the observed radial
distribution of subhalos is more concentrated than that in
simulations. These comparisons are based on subhalo cat-
alogues constructed from subfind (Springel et al. 2001), a
subhalo finder in configuration space. Besides selection ef-
fects and extreme number statistics, these authors interpret
the discrepancy as due to overly efficient dynamical fric-
tion and tidal stripping in the simulation. Interestingly, it
has been argued that configuration space finders such as
subfind significantly underestimate the subhalo mass func-
tion at the high mass end (van den Bosch & Jiang 2016).
This conclusion is mostly based on comparing subfind re-
sults with those from rockstar (Behroozi et al. 2013) and
surv (Tormen et al. 1998; Giocoli et al. 2008, 2010). Unfor-
tunately, these studies did include a comparison of the radial
distribution of subhalos. In this work we compare both the
mass and radial distributions of hbt+ and subfind subha-
los in detail, by applying both finders to the same set of
simulations.
Our analysis also eliminates some systematic uncertain-
ties in the van den Bosch & Jiang (2016) comparison. One
such uncertainty is in the definition of subhalo mass. While
rockstar and surv define the mass of a subhalo to include
the contribution from its sub-subhalos, subfind follows an
exclusive mass definition. In addition, the subfind results
used in that comparison were inferred from a fitting formula
derived from a different simulation with a different conven-
tion for defining the host halo properties. In this work, we
will make a direct comparison between subfind and hbt+
by applying them to the same set of simulations. Since both
subfind and hbt+ adopt an exclusive mass definition for
subhalos, this allows a fair comparison.
We confirm the conclusion of van den Bosch & Jiang
(2016) that subfind underestimates the high mass end of
the mass function. We find that this deficiency is mostly
caused by the difficulty subfind has in resolving massive
subhalos near the host centre. This means that the excess
of massive subhalos in cluster centres may be attributed to
systematics in the subhalo catalogues in the simulations,
rather than posing a challenge to current ΛCDM cosmo-
logical simulations. This “indigestion” of massive subhalos
leads to a hardening in the subhalo mass function at the
high mass end, which explains the flatter slope found by
van den Bosch & Jiang (2016). However, at much lower sub-
halo masses, we find a slope for the subhalo mass function
of −0.95, consistent with previous studies Springel et al.
(2008b)
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we ex-
plain the technical details of the hbt+ algorithm, with em-
phasis on the improvements over its predecessor, hbt. In
Section 3 we apply hbt+ to simulations to test its perfor-
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mance, with special attention to the distribution of massive
subhalos. We summarize and conclude in Section 4.
2 ALGORITHM
In this paper, we make an explicit distinction between a halo
and a subhalo. A halo is defined as an isolated virialized
object, while a subhalo is a substructure embedded inside
a halo. As an input to hbt+, an existing halo catalogue
containing the list of particles in each isolated halo at each
snapshot must be provided. This halo-finding step can be
done with any halo finder of the user’s preference, and is
independent of the subhalo finding step which is the main
function of hbt+.
The overall algorithm of hbt+ is the same as that of
hbt, and can be summarized in Fig. 1. Starting from the
earliest snapshot at redshift z1 of a simulation, each halo is
screened to identify bound particles and eliminate unbound
ones. The particle list of each bound halo is then passed to
the next snapshot z2 to identify a descendant halo. When
multiple progenitors are linked to the same descendant, a
main progenitor is determined (according to mass and dy-
namical consistency, see Section 2.2), while the others are
unbinded to create satellite subhalos. The main progenitor
is then updated to include the particles of the current host
halo (excluding satellites), and unbinded to create a cen-
tral subhalo. The distinction between centrals and satellites
is used to reflect that a central subhalo is accreting mass
while a satellite is subject to mass stripping. The particle
lists of these central and satellite subhalos are further prop-
agated to the next snapshot z3, and the iteration continues
until all the snapshots have been processed.
The detailed implementation of this algorithm has been
improved in many aspects in hbt+, and is describe below.
2.1 A simple and intuitive merger tree format
Conventional approaches to subhalo finding and merger tree
building works by first finding subhalos at each snapshot,
then linking them across snapshots. As a result, each subhalo
is regarded as a different object and a tree is represented by
the links between subhalos at different snapshots. hbt also
follows this scheme in tree building, by assigning separate
subhalo IDs to subhalos in different snapshots, and record-
ing the progenitor ID for each subhalo, as shown in Fig. 1.
Such a representation is also commonly found in popular
databases (e.g., the Millennium database)1 and in a com-
munity proposed merger tree format (Thomas et al. 2015),
where additional auxilliary links are further provided to fa-
cilitate tree walking.
In hbt+, we switch to an alternative representation of
subhalos and trees by organizing them in terms of tracks,
that are native to the tracking algorithm. Each track is the
entire evolution history of a subhalo, while a subhalo is a
snapshot of a track. This is equivalent to treating a sub-
halo as a Lagrangian object, which is labelled by a single
Lagrangian ID throughout time. Thus a merger tree can be
1 http://gavo.mpa-garching.mpg.de/Millennium/,
http://galaxy-catalogue.dur.ac.uk:8080/Millennium/
Figure 1. Illustration of a merger tree and the algorithm to
find subhalos through tracking. Each horizontal line represents
a snapshot labelled by its redshift, with z1 > z2 > z3. As halos
merge, satellite subhalos are created as remnants of the progeni-
tors, and can be identified by tracking the progenitor particles to
subsequent snapshots and removing unbound particles. For each
bound halo, a central subhalo is always defined as the one con-
taining the majority of its bound particles, and is linked to the
main progenitor.
completely specified by a list of tracks associated with ha-
los at each snapshot (e.g., by recording a host halo ID for
each track). Fig. 2 shows such an example. Properties of
each subhalo at each snapshot can still be added as a lo-
cal property of the track at different times. This approach
essentially flattens the merger tree into a table, which is
much more convenient and flexible to store. Such a “track
table” is more convenient to query and sample as well. For
example, one can directly obtain the progenitor or descen-
dant of a subhalo at any other snapshot by searching for the
given track ID, without having to walk the tree snapshot
by snapshot. One can also freely remove arbitrarily selected
snapshots from the catalogue without having to rebuild the
merger tree. As in hbt, the merging hierarchy is propogated
to subsequent snapshots to record subhalo groups, so that
some subhalos can be satellites of another subhalo.
Once a track ID is created, it persists through all fol-
lowing snapshots. When a subhalo’s mass drops below the
mass resolution of the simulation, we use the most bound
particle to represent the track. This can be useful for galaxy
formation models that place “orphan galaxies” on top of
these most bound particles. It can also be used to identify
subhalo mergers by identifying the host subhalo of this most
bound particle when the subhalo disappears.
2.2 Tracking
Host finding: For each subhalo, its host halo at the next
snapshot is simply determined to be the host halo of its
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 2. The merger tree in Fig. 1 represented as a list of tracks
(T1, T2, T3 and T4) grouped by different host halos at each
snapshot. The dash-dotted ellipse at z3 marks a subhalo group.
most-bound particle.2 We have checked that such a track-
ing is robust enough compared with tracking multiple most-
bound particles. This is much cleaner than the original hbt
treatment that splits the progenitor particles into differ-
ent hosts, which mostly introduces short-lived noisy tracks
(splitter tracks) into the catalogue.
Main progenitor determination: Inside each host
halo, the main progenitor is typically selected to be the
most-massive one. However, when other progenitors have
masses close to the most massive one, such a choice be-
comes less justified. In this case, we further compare the
kinetic energy of the progenitors with respect to the bulk
motion of the host halo. Out of all the progenitors whose
mass exceeds 2/3 of the most-massive progenitor mass, the
one that has the smallest specific kinetic energy is chosen to
be the main progenitor. As we further justify in Equation 2
in Section 2.3, this choice yields the highest total binding
energy when all the halo particles are accreted by the main
progenitor. 3
Source subhalo update: An important step for ro-
bust tracking is selecting a set of particles–a source subhalo–
for each subhalo that are passed to the next snapshot for un-
binding (Section 2.3). As is shown in Han et al. (2012), the
2 In some rare cases, a subhalo does not find any host halo but
remains bound. This could happen when the host halo is occa-
sionally missed by the halo finder (e.g., FoF) near the resolution
limit. We keep these types of objects as field subhalos and assign
the background universe as a special host halo for them.
3 After unbinding, the subhalos are sorted in mass one more time
to ensure that the most massive bound subhalo is assigned as the
central subhalo.
definition of the source subhalo has to be precise enough so
as to avoid too many unbound particles, while at the same
time it has to be conservative enough to allow for reaccretion
of previously stripped particles. In hbt this is achieved by
adaptively chosing a progenitor at some previous snapshot
according to the current mass of the subhalo. In this work,
we do this in a more flexible way by updating the source
continuously. After each unbinding step, source particles are
sorted according to binding energy. Less bound particles are
excluded, to leave a source subhalo with at most 3Nbound
particles, where Nbound is the number of bound particles.
This updated source is then passed to the next snapshot for
unbinding.
2.3 Stripping
The stripping of mass from subhalos is determined by un-
binding.
Reference frame. Unbinding is the process of remov-
ing particles whose kinetic energy exceeds their potential en-
ergy. To calculate the kinetic energy, a reference frame must
be defined, which we choose to be the one that minimizes
the total kinetic energy of the subhalo particles. Since
Ktot =
1
2
N∑
i=1
(~vi − ~vc)2 (1)
=
N
2
[(〈~v〉 − ~vc)2 + (〈~v2〉 − 〈~v〉2)], (2)
minimizing the kinetic energy is equivalent to minimizing
the distance between the centre velocity and the average
velocity vectors, (〈~v〉−~vc)2. When Hubble flow is considered,
the distance becomes (〈~v〉−~vc+H〈~r−~rc〉)2. A natural choice
is thus the centre of mass frame, centred at ~rc = 〈~r〉 with
bulk velocity ~vc = 〈~v〉. Once unbound particles are removed,
we update the reference frame and calculate the binding
energies using the gravitational potential from the remaining
particles, and unbind again. This process continues until the
bound mass converges.
Fast unbinding: The calculation of potential energy
during the unbinding iteration is expensive even with a tree
code. The majority of the computation time of hbt is spent
on unbinding. We introduce two optimizations to speed up
this process.
The first optimization is to apply a differential poten-
tial update. During every step of the unbinding iteration,
the change in potential is due to the removal of unbound
particles. When the number of removed particles between
two iterations becomes smaller than that of the remaining
particles, the potential energy can be efficiently obtained by
applying a correction to the potential in the previous it-
eration, that is, by subtracting the contribution from the
removed particles.
For the purpose of unbinding, a very accurate potential
energy is not required. Thus we further optimize this step
by calculating the potential using a small sample of ran-
domly selected subhalo particles. As we show analytically
in Appendix A, the bound density profile of a subhalo can
be recovered to percent level accuracy or better over the
entire radial range when the mass distribution is sampled
with only 1000 particles. With this algorithm, the potential
calculation for all the N particles in the subhalo becomes an
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 3. The runtime of hbt+ on a test simulation. Different
curves show the performance with different levels of optimiza-
tions: NoOpt: hbt+ with no optimization; DiffPot: hbt+ with
only differential potential update; DiffPot+Sample: hbt+ with
both differential potential update and sampled potential estimate.
For comparison, the thick grey line (HBT-1) shows the timing of
hbt, and the dashed grey line (ǫM ) shows the timing of hbt+
adopting the same optimization as hbt, which is by relaxing the
mass convergence criterion.
O (N) operation, compared to the O (N log(N)) complexity
of a tree-code.
Because the potential energy is less accurate in the cen-
tre when calculated with a sampled mass distribution, it
becomes difficult to select the most bound particle which
is a commonly adopted reference frame of a subhalo. To
overcome this problem, we further calculate an “inner bind-
ing energy” adopting only the potential from the 1000 most
bound particles, and select the most-bound particle there-
after.
We also tried unbinding using a potential estimate that
assumes spherical symmetry by binning the mass distribu-
tion radially, which can also speed up the calculation sig-
nificantly. However, such an unbinding tends to fail when
spherical symmetry is not a good approximation, such as
near pericentric passage where the tidal shear is strong.
In Fig. 3 we show the performance improvement
achieved by the various optimizations. We use a test sim-
ulation of 2703 particles with a boxsize of 62.5Mpch−1, run
in the same cosmology as that of the Millennium simula-
tion (Springel et al. 2005). The tests are done on a single
computational node of the COSMA machine in Durham
with 12 cores. The performance is improved significantly
with the differential potential update optimization, and fur-
ther when the sampled potential estimate is also used. To
compare against the performance of hbt, we also run hbt+
using the same level of optimization as hbt, which is by
terminating the unbinding iteration when the bound mass,
Mi, at iteration i converges with Mi+1/Mi > ǫM where
ǫM = 0.995 is the mass precision. The performance differ-
ence between hbt and hbt+ adopting this common unbind-
ing optimization can be mostly attributed to a change in
the central-determination step in Section 2.2. In hbt, the
centrals are selected by comparing the bound mass of the
progenitors at the current snapshot, which are obtained by
one extra unbinding step. By contrast, in hbt+, this is done
by comparing the progenitor mass at the previous snapshot,
together with their current kinetic energies in the host halo
frame, avoiding the extra unbinding. Because the ǫM op-
timization introduces similar improvement as the differen-
tial potential update optimization, we no longer rely on the
ǫM optimization in hbt+, although this parameter is still
available. Overall, the performance is already increased by
a factor of ∼ 6 for this small test simulation, and we expect
even higher improvements for larger simulations, given the
change in complexity from O (N log(N)) to O (N).
Recursive unbinding As in hbt, the unbinding is
done recursively, by unbinding the deepest nested subha-
los first and then feeding the stripped particles to their host
subhalos for unbinding. This ensures that the particles in
each subhalo do not include any bound particles contained
in its sub-subhalos, leading to an exclusive mass definition.
The subhalo nesting hierarchy is propagated from the merg-
ing hiearchy of their progenitor halos.
2.4 Merging
Due to dynamical friction and heating, subhalos could lose
their orbital energy and eventually sink to the centre of
their host. When the trajectories of two subhalos overlap
and evolve together without being separated thereafter, the
satellite is trapped at the host centre, and the two subha-
los can be defined as having merged. After a merger, tidal
stripping ceases to take effect due to the concentric configu-
ration, and the bound mass of the trapped subhalo remains
constant until it is heated up by mass accretion or stripped
by other halos. We show an example in Fig. 4. We iden-
tify trapped mergers by comparing the spatial and velocity
separations, ∆x and ∆v, of the two subhalos with the res-
olution at the centre of the host subhalo. To estimate the
resolution, we use the spatial and velocity dispersion of the
20 most bound particles of the host subhalo, σx and σv. Let
δs =
∆x
σx
+
∆v
σv
. (3)
When δs < 2, the two objects are regarded as merged giving
the current numerical resolution. We use the position and
velocity of the most bound particle of each subhalo to mea-
sure ∆x and ∆v, so this merger criterion can be interpreted
as when the most-bound particles of the two objects can-
not be separated in phase space. By default, we merge the
trapped subhalo with its host once δs < 2 and only track the
most-bound particle thereafter. In Appendix B we provide
more information about the distribution of these trapped
subhalos for the case when we do not implement this merg-
ing criterion.
2.5 Parallelization
hbt+ comes in two flavours of parallelization: one pure
openmp version to be used on a shared memory machine,
and one mpi/openmp hybrid version to be used on dis-
tributed servers which can also be run in pure mpi mode.
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 4. A resolved merger of two subhalos from the Aquarius
simulation of a Milky Way sized halo with a particle mass of
2.9×105M⊙h−1. We show the evolution of mass, separation (∆x)
and relative velocity (∆v) of the two objects. The spatial and
velocity dispersions (σx and σv) of the 20 most-bound particles
of the host subhalo are also shown; these measure the spatial and
velocity resolution at the centre of the halo. The merger of the
two objects can be identified with δs < 2, shown as a blue dotted
line.
For the openmp version, the parallelization is automat-
ically determined by the symmetry of the workload. When
the most massive halo in a snapshot exceeds 10% the total
mass of all halos, the parallelization is done inside each halo,
by calculating the binding energy of invidividual particles in
parallel. Otherwise, the parallelization is done by processing
different halos in parallel.
In the current mpi version, the workload is decomposed
by dividing the simulation box into spatial grids which are
assigned to different computational nodes. Halos and sub-
halos are then distributed to the grids according to their
spatial coordinates. On each node, the computation is then
performed in the same way as the openmp version. Because
the particles loaded from each halo typically only contain
the particle IDs, they must be matched to the particles in
the snapshot files to obtain their coordinates and other prop-
erties. This is done in parallel by first distributing the snap-
shots to different nodes according to the particle IDs. The
particles in each halo are then split and passed to differ-
ent nodes according to their IDs. For all the halo particles
received on each node, we then sort both the halo parti-
cles and the snapshot particles. The sorted halo particles
are then matched to the snapshot particles with a batched
binary search, which successively narrows down the search
range of each particle by the search result of the previous
particles. The same is done to query subhalo particles.
2.6 Support for hydrodynamical simulations
The same tracking and unbinding procedure can be applied
to hydrodynamical simulations no matter how many types
of particles exist in the halo catalogue, although additional
routines are needed to handle the creation of particles due to
star formation and the destruction of particles due to accre-
tion by black holes. Inside each subhalo, the binding energy
of each particle is calculated under the gravitional potential
of all types of particles in the subhalo adopting a common
reference frame. By default, we do not include the thermal
energy of gas particles in the binding energy calculation in
order to reflect the instantaneous dynamical state of the
system. The effect of thermal energy on the system will be
automatically revealed by the instantaneous dynamical state
of the system in subsequent snapshots, once the thermal en-
ergy is converted to kinetic energy. Technically, however, the
code can be configured to output both the binding energy
and thermal energy of each particle, so that one can always
switch to an alternative binding energy definition including
the thermal energy in postprocessing.
3 TESTS AND APPLICATION
Previous works have already revealed a few features of hbt,
as summarized below:
• The subhalos found by hbt have more extended density
profiles compared to the truncated outer density profile typ-
ical in configuration space finders, leading to a larger mass
estimate in hbt (Han et al. 2012). This difference can be
much more significant for massive subhalos.
• hbt easily overcomes the blending problem of subha-
los, and successfully recovers subhalos even when a sub-
halo is deeply embedded in the halo centre (Han et al. 2012;
Srisawat et al. 2013).
• hbt maintains consistent link between subhalo progen-
itor and descendant by construction, and is free from the
mass or centre-switching problem in merger tree construc-
tion (Srisawat et al. 2013; Behroozi et al. 2015).
However, the mass difference, the blending and mass or
centre-switching problems are demonstrated only through
case studies of individual objects or through idealized simu-
lations of a single pair of objects. In this section, we aim to
investigate these differences statistically using cosmological
simulations. In particular, we will compare the distribution
of massive subhalos found by hbt+ and subfind, in order
to understand the systematics in the distribution of these
objects, and to shed light on the observed excess of mas-
sive subhalos in clusters. In fact, the mass difference also
can be understood as a blending problem that obscures the
outskirts of a subhalo, while the mass or centre-switching is
created by partial or total obscuration of the subhalo in the
merger tree. It is thus natural to expect that all three issues
are significant for massive subhalos.
3.1 Simulations
We make use of two simulations in this section. The first
is the Millennium-II simulation (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009)
in the ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.25 and σ8 = 0.9. It re-
solves 21603 particles in a cubic box of 100 Mpch−1 on each
side, with a particle mass of 6.89 × 106M⊙h−1. The other
simulation is a zoomed in simulation of a Milky Way sized
halo from the Aquarius simulation set (Springel et al. 2008a)
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Figure 5. The peak and final subhalo mass functions in
Millennium-II halos, normalized by Mη whereM is the host halo
mass. η and the mass variable µ are specified in the figure for
the peak and final mass functions respectively. Data points and
lines of different colour represent different host halo mass bins,
as listed in the legends in terms of log(M/M⊙h−1). The light
thick lines are the fits of Eqn (4), with best-fit parameters listed
in Table 1 (200Crit rows). The results for other virial definitions
are qualitatively similar.
with the same cosmology as Millennium-II. The Aquarius
set consists of several Milky Way sized halos each simulated
with a series of resolutions. We mainly use the first halo sim-
ulated at the second highest resolution level, which we call
halo AqA2 hereafter. It has a particle mass of 104M⊙h−1 in
the high resolution region, corresponding to ∼ 108 particles
resolved in the main halo.
The Millennium-II simulation provides a large sample
of halos to study the average distribution of subhalos in
host halos of different mass. Most importantly, it allows us
to study the distribution of massive subhalos statistically,
which is impossible with a single host halo due to the rarity
of massive subhalos. We will study three aspects of the sub-
halo population: the final subhalo mass, the peak subhalo
mass (i.e., the maximum mass attained by a subhalo over
its entire history), and the location inside the host halo. As
we will show, combining the final and peak subhalo mass
function allows us to assess the quality of the merger tree
statistically, which is further demonstrated in a side-by-side
comparison of the merger trees of the AqA2 halo.
3.2 The subhalo mass function
It is well known that the subhalo mass function follows a
simple power-law behaviour at the low mass end, dN
dlnm
∝
m−α, with α ≈ 0.9 (e.g., Gao et al. 2004). It has also
been shown that the slope of α is conserved between the
unevolved and evolved subhalo mass function (Han et al.
2016). In Fig. 5 we show the subhalo mass functions from
the Millennium-II simulation. Both the evolved mass func-
tion and the unevolved mass functions are shown, which we
call the final and peak subhalo mass functions respectively.
These functions are computed as follows. For each host halo,
we identify all the branches that are currently located within
its virial radius according to the position of the most bound
particle of each branch. After that, the evolved mass func-
tion is defined as the distribution of the final subhalo mass of
these branches, and the unevolved mass function is defined
as the distribution of their peak bound masses. Both sur-
viving and disrupted branches contribute to the peak-mass
function.
With the large sample of halos, we are able to well re-
solve the high mass end of the mass function. Both distri-
butions are well fitted by a double Schechter function of the
form
f(µ) ≡ dN
d lnµ
=
(
M
1010M⊙h−1
)η (
a1µ
−α1 + a2µ
−α2) exp(−bµβ) , (4)
where µ is the ratio of the final (peak) mass of the sub-
halo to the host halo mass. By default, we adopt the virial
definition corresponding to a spherical overdensity of 200
times the critical density of the universe. However, we list
the best-fit parameters for three common virial definitions
in Table 1. The first power-law component in Equation (4)
describes the low mass end behaviour of the mass function,
while the second component is necessary to fit the shoulder
at µ > 0.1. Note that fitting the low mass end slope can be
tricky depending on the weights given to the data points, the
available mass range that is trusted to have converged, and
the functional form adopted to describe the high mass end
behaviour. Thus we refrain from fitting this slope. Instead,
we fix α1 = 0.95 according to the result of Han et al. (2016)
using much higher resolution data. As shown in Fig. 5, such
a choice is well supported by the data.
Despite the apparently different parameter values, the
peak-mass function depends only weakly on the virial defini-
tion. Consistent with previous studies (van den Bosch et al.
2005; Giocoli et al. 2008), the peak-mass function is inde-
pendent of the host halo mass. On the other hand, the final
mass function scales with the host halo mass as M0.1 in the
host mass range probed by our simulation. This is consistent
with the expectation that more massive halos are younger,
thus possessing a higher mass fraction in subhalos. Overall,
the peak mass and final mass functions have similar shapes,
while the presence of a shoulder at µ > 0.1 is more promi-
nent in the final mass function. In Fig. 6 we show the ratio
between the two fitted mass functions. For Milky Way sized
and cluster sized halos, the ratio is around 0.1 at the low
mass end, consistent with the findings of Han et al. (2016).
If tidal stripping of the subhalos is independent of subhalo
mass, then the peak mass and final mass functions are ex-
pected to have the same shape. At the high mass end, how-
ever, there is a peak in the ratio, indicating that the massive
satellites are less stripped than the low mass ones. This is
not surprising because when the satellite mass is compara-
ble to the mass of the host halo, the tidal force from the
host becomes less important compared with the self-gravity
of the satellite.
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Table 1. Fits to the subhalo mass functions of the form Equation (4). We show the results for three different definitions of the host halo
mass M , corresponding to spherical overdensities of 200 times the critical density (200Crit, our default choice in this work), 200 times
the mean mass density (200Mean) of the universe and that given by the spherical collapse model (Virial). The abundances are computed
inside the radius of the corresponding spherical overdensity. m and mpeak are the final and peak mass of the subhalo.
Host Halo Definition µ a1 α1 a2 α2 b β η
200Crit
m/M 0.0055 0.95 0.017 0.24 24 4.2 0.1
mpeak/M 0.11 0.95 0.20 0.30 7.6 2.1 0
Virial
m/M 0.0072 0.95 0.017 0.26 54 4.6 0.1
mpeak/M 0.11 0.95 0.32 0.08 8.9 1.9 0
200Mean
m/M 0.0090 0.95 0.055 0.16 36 3.2 0.1
mpeak/M 0.11 0.95 0.64 -0.20 11 1.8 0
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Figure 6. The ratio between the final mass and peak-mass sub-
halo mass functions, for different host halo masses (1014, 1012
and 1010M⊙h−1 from top to bottom).
3.3 The radial distribution of subhalos
The peak in Fig. 6 can be further understood by reference to
the spatial distribution of the subhalos. As shown in Fig. 7,
the radial distributions of subhalos of different relative mass
have the same shape near the virial radius, where the sub-
halos are barely affected by tidal stripping and are expected
to follow the host halo density profile (Han et al. 2016). At
smaller radii, however, massive subhalos have a steep profile
while less massive subhalos are depleted at the centre. This
pattern is a consequence of both dynamical friction and tidal
stripping. The former is more important for massive subha-
los, making them sink to smaller radii. At the same time,
tidal stripping is less effecient for massive subhalos, and even
more so at the centre of the host when the satellite largely
overlaps with the host, thus failing to eliminate these ob-
jects.
Being free from tidal stripping, the relative abundance
of subhalos near the virial radius is expected to follow the
peak-mass function, i.e., n(R200,m) ∝ fpeak(m). The sub-
halo mass function within the virial radius is simply an in-
tegral of subhalo abundance inside R200,
ffinal(µ) =
∫ R200
0
n(r,m)d3r (5)
= n(R200,m)
∫ R200
0
n(r,m)
n(R200,m)
d3r (6)
∝ fpeak(m)
∫ R200
0
n(r,m)
n(R200,m)
d3r. (7)
The cuspier radial profile for massive subhalos leads to an
increase in the integral of the relative profile in Equation (7).
As a result, the ratio between the final mass and peak-mass
profiles is also higher for massive subhalos. Note that the
data in Han et al. (2016) only probes the subhalo distribu-
tion at m/M < 10−3 where this effect is smaller and further
suppressed by the use of a different subhalo finder, as we
show explicitly in Section 3.4.1 below. In a follow-up paper,
we will extend the model of Han et al. (2016) to study these
distributions in detail.
3.4 Comparison with other works
3.4.1 Direct comparison with subfind
In Fig. 8 we compare our mass functions and radial
distributions with that found by subfind (Springel et al.
2001). To compute the peak-mass function, we use the
merger tree built by the Durham merger tree code
dtree (Jiang et al. 2014). dtree has been developed with
efforts to overcome halofinder pitfalls that could cause miss-
ing links or frequent switching of links, and is the default
N-body merger tree used by the galform semi-analytic
models of galaxy formation (Bower et al. 2006). We extend
the merger tree by tracking the most bound particle after
termination of a branch, so that the peak-mass function can
be computed in the same way as our code.
As in hbt (Han et al. 2012), our final mass function is
∼ 10% above that of the subfind at the low mass end. At
the high mass end, however, the difference is dramatic, cor-
responding to a factor of 2 − 3 difference in subhalo mass
or an order of magnitude difference in abundance. This has
been pointed out as a problem of subfind through com-
parison with some other halo finders (including rockstar
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Figure 7. The radial distribution of subhalos in host halos of
1013 − 1014M⊙h−1. The subhalos are binned in log(m/M) as
labelled. The profiles are normalized by their values at the host
virial radius, R200. For reference, the gravitational softening of
the simulation is about 0.002R200 for these host halos.
and surv, van den Bosch & Jiang 2016) for these massive
subhalos.
In the right panel of Fig. 8, we explore this difference
in the spatial distribution of subhalos. In the outer halo,
our subhalos are slightly more abundant, which can be un-
derstood as our subhalos being slightly more massive. The
overall shape of the distributions are still quite consistent
with each other. In the inner halo, however, subfind shows
a deficiency of subhalos compared with our result, which is
most significant for more massive subhalos. This can be un-
derstood as a reflection of the ‘blending problem’ exhibited
by configuration space subhalo finders: when a subhalo over-
laps with the host halo, it is difficult to separate it from the
host using only density information. It is easy to understand
that this issue is more severe for larger subhalos.
The deficiency of massive subhalos near the centre of the
host halo in catalogues constructed using subfind explains,
at least in part, the disagreement noted by Schwinn et al.
(2017) and Natarajan et al. (2017) between the distrub-
tion of subhalos identified using subfind in ΛCDM simu-
lations and the distribution of subhalos inferred from lens-
ing studies in galaxy clusters. Mao et al. (2017) have ar-
gued that the mismatch between the simulation result of
Millennium-XXL (Angulo et al. 2012) and the lensing re-
sults of Jauzac et al. (2016); Schwinn et al. (2017) is also
affected by the use of different masses in the comparison:
subfind masses in the simulation but projected aperture
masses from lensing that also include mass contributions
from the host. Even with the use of deblended subhalo mass
estimates in the strong lensing analysis of Natarajan et al.
(2017), however, the observed spatial distribution of mas-
sive subhalos is still found to be more centrally concentrated
than that from the subfind catalogues of the Illustris sim-
ulations (Vogelsberger et al. 2014), which can be attributed
to this radial-dependent blending issue in the subfind cat-
alogues.
In contrast to the final mass function, the peak-mass
function from subfind+dtree is systematically above ours.
Together with the lower final mass function, this means
more branches are produced in the merger tree of sub-
find+dtree. As we will show explicitly in Section 3.5, this
difference can be attributed to broken branches associated
with missing links and the switching of subhalo masses in
subfind+dtree.
3.4.2 Comparison with fitting functions and the low mass
end slope
In Fig. 9 we compare our results against a few fitting func-
tions in the literature. In the left panel, we have switched
to the same definition of virial quantities (“Virial” as in
Table 1) as in Giocoli et al. (2008); Jiang & van den Bosch
(2016); van den Bosch & Jiang (2016) when computing the
mass functions. The model of Jiang & van den Bosch (2016)
is a semi-analytical model that evolves progenitor halos
generated from extended Press-Schechter merger trees ac-
cording to an empirical average mass stripping rate. Their
model is calibrated against rockstar subhalos from the
Bolshoi (Klypin et al. 2011) and MultiDark (Prada et al.
2012) simulations, and the resulting subhalo mass function
is fitted using a Schechter function. The normalization of
the mass function is predicted from the dynamical age of
the host halo, which we find can be equivalently fitted with
a power-law in the mass range 1010 − 1015M⊙h−1 for the
concordance cosmology, consistent with our scaling in Ta-
ble 1. For the purpose of comparison with our results, the
final fitting function of the Jiang & van den Bosch (2016)
model can then be summarized as
dN
d lnµ
= a
(
M
1010M⊙h−1
)η
µ−α exp
(
−bµβ
)
, (8)
with a = 0.014, η = 0.1, α = 0.82, b = 50, β = 4 accord-
ing to Jiang & van den Bosch (2016), and slightly different
parameters a = 0.012, α = 0.86 in van den Bosch & Jiang
(2016). Our results are quite consistent with their fitting
function with α = 0.86 in the mass range 10−3 < µ < 10−1.
At the high mass end, our data shows a higher shoulder
around µ = 0.3, indicating that the mass stripping rate of
the most massive subhalos differs from the average mass
stripping rate of low mass ones in the framework of the
Jiang & van den Bosch (2016) model. At the very low mass
end, our data clearly support a slope higher than α = 0.86.
While van den Bosch & Jiang (2016) argued that their data
is in contradiction with a low mass end slope of α = 0.95,
our results suggest that their conclusion is caused by the
limited mass range in their data (µ > 10−3). The local slope
is an increasing function of subhalo mass due to the decrease
in tidal stripping efficiency at the high mass end, and the
asymptotic α is still consistent with 0.95 down to µ ∼ 10−5.
For the peak-mass function, Giocoli et al. (2008) has
measured the first-level unevovled mass function, that is,
the mass distribution of progenitors that fall directly into
the host halo (instead of being accreted as a satellite of an-
other infalling halo). At the high mass end, the peak-mass
function is dominated by these first-level progenitors, and
our measurement agrees very well with that of Giocoli et al.
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Figure 8. Left: The peak mass and final subhalo mass functions for subfind and dtree. The thick grey lines are fits to that of hbt+
subhalos (same as in Fig. 5). The thin lines with different colours are subfind+dtree results in host halos of different masses (labelled
by log(M/M⊙h−1)). Right: the radial profile of subfind subhalos (dashed lines) compared with that of hbt+ subhalos (solid lines). The
host halo mass and the subhalo mass bins are identical to those in Fig. 7, except that the profiles are not normalized at R200 in order
to compare the relative amplitude of the two datasets.
Figure 9. The subhalo mass functions compared with fitting functions in previous works. As in Fig. 5, the data points are results from our
code, with different colors representing different host halo mass bins. The squares and circles show the peak mass and final subhalo mass
functions respectively. The thick lines are fits to the data points as listed in Table 1. The peak-mass function is compared with the fitting
functions of Li & Mo (2009) for all the subhalos and first-order subhalos, as well as with the fit of Giocoli et al. (2008) for first-order
subhalos. The final mass function is compared with the fitting function of Jiang & van den Bosch (2016) and van den Bosch & Jiang
(2016) which are calibrated using the ROCKSTAR halo finder. In the left panel, we adopt the “Virial” definition for both host mass
and radius. In the right panel, the host halo mass is defined according to the “200Crit” definition while the host halo radius is defined
according the “200Mean” definition.
(2008). At the low mass end, higher level contributions be-
come more important, and the Giocoli et al. (2008) fit falls
below our measurement. Li & Mo (2009) measured both the
first-level and all level unevolved mass function, which have
been used in Jiang & van den Bosch (2014, 2016) as bench-
marks to calibrate Monte-Carlo merger trees from extended
Press-Schechter theories. Their results lie mostly above our
measurements. However, it should be noted that Li & Mo
(2009) adopted a somewhat peculiar combination of the
mass and spatial extension of a host halo. Their merger trees
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are based on Friends-of-Friends (FoF) halos, while the host
halo mass is defined as M200Crit corresponding to a spheri-
cal overdensity that is 200 times the critical density of the
universe. To make a better comparison, in the right panel of
Fig. 9 we compute the peak mass function inside R200Mean,
which is expected to be closest to the size of a Friends-of-
Friends halo, while adoptingM200Crit as the host halo mass.
Such a combination leads to a mass function that is closer
to the Li & Mo (2009) results, but still lower at the high
mass end. This can be further attributed to the fact that
they rely on Friends-of-Friends halos to build their merger
trees. In this case, halos that are temporarily linked together
and subhalos that have been ejected from the host can both
contribute to the progenitor mass function. The situation
can become even worse if these objects fall back into the
host and are counted multiple times (Benson 2017). In con-
trast, our approach of selecting branches located inside the
final virial radius produces a progenitor population that can
be unambiguiously compared against the final mass func-
tion inside the virial radius. Due to these complications, the
Li & Mo (2009) results should be quoted with caution in
future analytical studies.
3.5 The persistence of tracks
To further investigate the difference in the peak-mass func-
tion between subfind+dtree and hbt+, we carry out a
detailed study focusing on a single high resolution halo,
AqA2 from the Aquarius simulation set. Fig. 10 shows the
peak mass computed from our code and that from sub-
find+dtree. Consistent with Fig. 5, the peak-mass func-
tion from subfind+dtree is higher than ours. According
to whether the descendant subhalo at z = 0 is still resolved,
we decompose the peak-mass function into a surviving and
a disrupted component. The peak-mass functions of surviv-
ing subhalos agree well with each other, meaning that both
codes have identified the same population of final subhalos.
On the other hand, the disrupted peak-mass functions can
differ up to a factor of 2, with subfind+dtree having more
disrupted branches.
In the (r,mpeak) plane, we have identified some of these
extra branches that exists in subfind+dtree but not in
hbt+. Fig. 11 shows the mass evolution history of the three
most massive branches (B1, B2, B3) selected this way. Cor-
respondingly, we have also identified branches in hbt+ that
best match the selected branches in orbital and mass evo-
lution. Interestingly, these branches are related to two ma-
jor merger events that happened to the host halo. In the
subfind+dtree case, the B1, B2, and B3 branches all tem-
porarily become the most massive branch in the host at
some stage, and then get disrupted almost immediately af-
ter that. The final central subhalo emerges abruptly from in-
side the host halo, as shown by the B1-1 branch. In contrast,
the corresponding T2 and T3 branches in hbt+ remain as
less massive branches than T1 after merger until they are
fully disrupted. The T1 branch remains as the most massive
branch in the host halo untill the final time. In Fig. 12, we
visuallize this evolution as a track table, where an additional
branch, B4 (T4), is included to show the major merger with
B3 (T3) that leads to the strange mass growth in B3. In
the hbt+ case, the central and satellite subhalos are tracked
consistently and persistently, while the subfind+dtree tree
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Figure 10. The peak-mass function (solid line) of tracks in
Aquarius halo A2, decomposed into disrupted and surviving pop-
ulations (dotted and dashed lines). The red and green colours
show the results of subfind+dtree and hbt+ respectively.
Figure 11. The mass evolution of the central subhalo of AqA2.
The thin lines show the mass evolution history of subhalos that
are identified as the central subhalo of AqA2 at different times
according to subfind+dtree. The thick lines show the corre-
sponding branches as identified by hbt+.
suffers a few switches in the mass and in the central-satellite
determination, as well as a broken link that fragmented B1-
1 from B1. The switching problem leads to an overestimate
of the peak mass, while the broken links create extra pro-
genitor branches. Both of these lead to an overestimate of
the peak-mass function.
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Figure 12. The major merger history of halo AqA2 as resolved by subfind+dtree (left) and hbt+ (right). The ratios next to halos list
the mass ratio of the progenitor halos just before the merger. Each track (vertical lines) terminates after the disruption of the subhalo.
For illustration purpose, only the snapshots of interests are plotted.
4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have presented an improved version of the original
hbt algorithm of Han et al. (2012) that tracks halos through
time to find subhalos and build merger trees. A series of
improvements are implemented, including:
• Treatment of subhalos as Lagrangian objects and orga-
nization of the merger tree as a table of tracks. This allows
intuitive and flexible storage and retrieval of subhalos and
trees.
• Significant improvement in speed. This is made possi-
ble by a physically motivated yet simple algorithm for the
identification of the main progenitor halo and a refined un-
binding algorithm with a complexity of O (N) compared to
the O (N logN) complexity of a plain tree code.
• Detection and merging of trapped subhalos. These are
massive satellites that sink to the centre of their host halo
and remain there without being disrupted, leading to pairs
of subhalos that overlap in their orbit while remaining in-
dividually self-bound. We have developed a prescription to
detect such pairs and merge the trapped satellite.
• Support for distributed computation through mpi.
• Support for hydrodynamical simulations.
The code has been rewritten in C++ with user
friendly configuration options, as well as HDF5 out-
put format that allows direct postprocessing with
other software. The source code is publicly avail-
able at https://github.com/Kambrian/HBTplus and
http://icc.dur.ac.uk/data/.
As an illustration we applied the new code to a study
of the distribution of subhalos and tested the persistence
of merger trees in the Millennium-II simulation and in one
of the Aquarius project simulations. In contrast to previous
studies that fit the mass functions with a single Schechter
function, we find that both the final and peak-mass sub-
halo mass functions are well fitted by a double Schechter
function (Eq. (4)) with similar shapes. These mass func-
tions harden towards the high mass end before falling off
exponentially. The hardening is most significant in the fi-
nal mass function, reflecting an inefficiency of tidal strip-
ping of massive subhalos. This also reflects our finding that
the radial distribution of massive subhalos is more concen-
trated than the universal radial profile of low mass ones,
due to stronger dynamical friction and weaker tidal strip-
ping. The detection of this hardening requires the ability
to identify subhalos in the inner regions of the host halo,
which hbt+ does, but which subhalo finders that work in
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configuration space alone have difficulty identifying. Recent
lensing observations of galaxy clusters have resulted in re-
ports of discrepancies in the observed subhalo distribution
compared to that of ΛCDM predictions, including the ex-
cess of massive subhalos reported by Jauzac et al. (2016)
and Schwinn et al. (2017) and the more concentrated sub-
halo radial distribution reported by Natarajan et al. (2017).
These discrepancies can be explained, at least in part, by
the blending problem present in the Millennium-XXL and
Illustris subfind catalogues used in their comparisons.
The hardening of the subhalo mass function at the
high mass end means that single power-law fits to the
mass function are inadequate. From our hbt+ subhalo cat-
alogues constructed from the Millennium-II simulation, we
find that, when the entire mass function is fitted with a
double Schechter function, the low-mass end slope (down to
m/Mhost = 10
−5) is consistent with a power-law exponent,
α = 0.95.
We have demonstrated that the peak-mass function, or
the ratio between the peak mass and final mass functions,
are good statistics to test the quality of merger trees. The
existence of broken or false links in the trees introduces ex-
tra branches and inflates the peak-mass function, which can
be overestimated by as much as a factor of 2 in an complex
merger tree built from subfind subhalos, as a result of the
‘blending’ and ‘mass or centre-switching’ problems that are
present in the latter. This issue is important for studies that
focus on the remnants of the most massive progenitors in
a halo, such as studies of streams in the Milky Way halo.
It also has important implications for abundance matching
models that match galaxies to simulated merger trees using
peak masses: the peak mass function inflated by broken and
false links could lead to false matches of galaxies to bro-
ken branches, subsequently biasing the inferred properties
of massive satellite galaxies. In contrast, our algorithm is
robust against these problems by design. It is able to track
the tree branches persistently, and recovers a higher final
mass function, as well as a lower and universal peak-mass
function.
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLING NOISE IN
UNBINDING
Consider a singular isothermal sphere sampled with N par-
ticles out to a truncation radius rmax. Expressed in the di-
mensionless radius r˜ = r/rmax, the cumulative number den-
sity profile of the halo particles is N(< r˜) = Nr˜. Assuming
Poisson fluctuations in the particle counts at each radius,
the uncertainty in the estimated potential can be obtained
as
δψ(r) ≡ σψ(r)|ψ(r)| (A1)
=
√
N(r)
r2
+
∫ rmax
r
dN(R)
R2
N(r)
r
+
∫ rmax
r
dN(R)
R
(A2)
=
1√
N
√
2/r˜ − 1
1− ln r˜ . (A3)
At r = rmax, the uncertainty is the smallest with δψ(rmax) =
1/
√
N . The radial dependence of this Poisson noise is shown
in Fig. A1.
The uncertainty of the bound density profile due to
Poisson noise can be estimated as
δρ(r) ≡ σρ(r)
ρ(r)
(A4)
=
∫√2(|ψ|+σψ)√
2|ψ| exp
(
− v2/2+ψ
σ2
)
d3v
∫ √−2ψ
0
exp
(
− v2/2+ψ
σ2
)
d3v
(A5)
=
f(b)
f(a)
− 1, (A6)
where f(x) =
√
πerf(x) − 2e−x2x, a =√|ψ|/σ2 = √2(1− ln r˜), b = √(|ψ|+ σψ)/σ2 =√
2(1− ln r˜)(1 + δψ(r)), and σ2 is the one-dimension
velocity dispersion of the halo. This is plotted in Fig. A2 for
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Figure A1. The radial dependence of the Poisson noise in the
estimated potential for an isothermal sphere sampled with parti-
cles. The noise increases as the radius decreases.
a few different sample sizes, N . For N = 103, the density
profile can be recovered to percent level accuracy or better
over the entire radial range.
Even though the potential estimate is less accurate at
smaller radii, the unbinding of the particles is almost unaf-
fected by Poisson noise at these radii. This is because the
potential is much deeper at small r. Given the constant ve-
locity dispersion in the isothermal sphere, most of the par-
ticles at a small r are tightly bound, making the unbinding
insensitive to the accuracy in potential. This is also true for
NFW haloes, in which the velocity dispersion is known to
eventually decrease towards the halo centre.
APPENDIX B: TRAPPED SUBHALOS
Massive satellites are likely to sink to the centre of their
host halo without getting disrupted. During this process,
the orbital energy of the central-satellite pair is converted
to the internal energy of each subhalo, and the satellite is
trapped in the centre thereafter. To see that these satellites
are indeed a distinct population, in Fig. B2 we show the dis-
tribution of satellites according to their position and velocity
offset from their host subhalos. Here δx = ∆x/σx, where ∆x
is the separation of the satellite from its host subhalo, and
σx is the position dispersion of the 20 most-bound particles
in the host subhalo. Similarly, δv = ∆v/σv is the normal-
ized velocity offset. It is obvious that the satellites show a
bimodal distribution in this plane, with the trapped subha-
los clustered around (δx, δv) = (1, 1), consistent with them
being draw from the most bound particles in the host sub-
halo. Note that in this test we have not merged the trapped
subhalos in order to make this plot, but only tag them as
trapped as soon as they reach δ = δx+δv < 2 in their orbital
evolution.
In Fig. B1 we show the distribution of σx and σv as a
function of subhalo mass. When using the peak mass as a
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Figure A2. The relative uncertainty in the self-bound density
profile due to Poisson noise in the potential, for an isothermal
sphere sampled with N particles.
proxy of satellite mass, the distributions are quite similar
for central and satellites. σx approaches the softening of the
simulation in well resolved subhalos, while it is generally
bigger for subhalos with less than 103 particles. The velocity
scale σv, however, increases with subhalo mass, since more
massive objects are dynamically hotter. The median relation
can be well fitted by
σv = (−3.2 + 7.4 lnN) km s−1, (B1)
where N is the number of particles in the subhalo. How-
ever, we caution that the above fitting formula may not be
applicable to simulations with different resolutions.
The mass functions of trapped subhalos are shown in
Fig. B3. These objects are mostly massive objects with
m/M > 0.1, and they evolve only mildly since infall, with
the peak and final mass functions differing by a factor of
2 ∼ 3. Note that these trapped subhalos have already been
removed in the figures in the main text of the paper. One
might wonder whether the over-abundance of subhalos at
the high mass end in our result is contaminated by trapped
subhalos that are not completely removed. Since the trapped
subhalos are mostly located within 2σx, they do not contam-
inate the radial profiles in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 in 1013M⊙h−1
halos (corresponding to more than 106 particles) where the
softening is around 0.002R200. Subsequently, the existence
of the flattening in the subhalo mass function is robust
against contaminations from trapped subhalos as discussed
in Section 3.3.
These merged subhalos represent the case when nu-
merical resolution of the simulation is no longer able to
separate the subhalo from its host. We have carried out a
test using a lower resolution simulation and found that the
mass functions of the merged subhalos seem to have con-
verged (though noisily). Even so, whether the galaxies in
the trapped subhalos have merged with their central galaxy
is a different problem.
Figure B1. The position and velocity resolution in subhalos of
different masses in Millennium-II. The grey dots are the results
for central subhalos while the blue dots are those for satellites.
In this figure we use the peak mass of a satellite as its mass.
For clarity, only 1/10 of the central subhalos and 1/10000 of the
satellite subhalos are plotted. Filled circles with errorbars show
the median and ±1σ percentiles of the distributions. In the top
panel, the horizontal solid line marks the force softening of the
simulation. In the bottom panel, the black solid line shows a fit
(Eq B1) to the median relation.
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Figure B2. The distribution of satellites in the (δx, δv) plane at
z = 0 in Millennium-II. We select satellites that are still resolved
and whose host subhalo has more than 104 particles. δx and δv
are the position and velocity offset of the satellite from its host
subhalo, normalized by the position and velocity dispersions at
the host centre respectively. The red dots are satellites tagged as
trapped while the green dots are the remaining ones. The black
line marks δx+ δv = 2, the critical curve used to identify trapped
subhalos in the merger history.
Figure B3. The mass distribution of trapped subhalos that still
survive at z = 0 in Millennium-II. The thick grey lines are the
same as in Fig. 5 showing the fitted peak and final mass functions
for normal subhalos. The coloured lines show the mass functions
of trapped subhalos in different host halo mass bins (as labelled
by log[M/M⊙h−1]), with the solid and dotted lines showing the
final and peak mass functions respectively.
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